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The Johannine Account of the Burial of Jesus and the Turin Shroud -- an Annotated English Language Bibliography – September 5, 2021

Mending the Shroud: Responses to Doubts about Authenticity -- an English-Language Bibliography – August 29, 2021

Art History and the Turin Shroud -- an English-Language Bibliography – August 9, 2021

Psychological and Physiological Factors Affecting Perceptions of the Turin Shroud -- an English-Language Bibliography – August 9, 2021

Peer-Reviewed Papers on the Shroud of Turin - a Bibliography – July 20, 2021

Shroud-Related Published Literary Works of STURP Team Members – a Bibliography – July 15, 2021

The c. 1389 d’Arcis Memorandum and the Authenticity of the Shroud of Turin -- an English-Language Bibliography – July 11, 2021

Epistemology and the Shroud of Turin - an Annotated English-Language Bibliography - July 8, 2021


Mysticism and the Shroud of Turin – an Annotated English-Language Bibliography – June 19, 2021


The Feasibility of a Medieval Artisan Having Produced the Shroud of Turin – an Annotated English-Language Bibliography – May 26, 2021

The Botany of the Turin Shroud – an English-Language Bibliography – May 14, 2021

Analysis of the Turin Shroud as a Textile -- a Bibliography – May 10, 2021

The Radiocarbon Dating of the Turin Shroud in 1988 and its Aftermath -- an English language Bibliography – April 26, 2021

The Three-Dimensionality, Superficiality and Photo-Negativity of the Turin Shroud - an English language Bibliography – April 24, 2021

Medical Opinion on the Turin Shroud – an English-Language Bibliography – March 31, 2021

"The Shroud of Turin in Light of First-Century CE Jewish Burial Practices According to Non-Jewish Sources -- a Bibliography"  – Revision 2 – March 11, 2021

The Sudarium of Oviedo in Relation to the Shroud of Turin – an English-language Bibliography – March 9, 2021

Possible Post-Biblical and Pre-1350s References in History to the Shroud of Jesus – an English-language Bibliography – March 7, 2021

"The Turin Shroud in Light of First-Century CE Jewish Burial Practices According to Jewish Sources -- a Bibliography”  – Revision 2 – February 7, 2021